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Electronic Resources for the Terminological Corpus 
 
 

There are two standpoints among the Georgian scientists on the 

question how to overcome the problems of the modern Georgian ter- 

minology: some of them prove that existed terms do not satisfy the 

modern scientific terminology requirements and thus the English terms 

should be translated in Georgian, or even used without translation; the 

others promote the idea to continue the traditional terminological work 

in the process of creating the native language scientific terms. Modern 

terminological lexicography, i.e. terminography shows that the method 

of going on with the old traditions of terminology translation is 

approved. Almost in every country, the modern terminography conti- 

nues working on the traditional basis. The modern technologies give 

new, additional possibilities to lead the terminological lexicography in 

the proper way. The Georgian “terminological depot” or “terminological 

bank”, as it is called in many countries, will enable us to reflect fully the 

whole Georgian terminology and correspond it to the modern standards. 

It is necessary to gather and preserve the whole terminological material 

in one base and then study, develop and document it. Here we mean the 

data of all the terminological dictionaries published in different times: 

technical, mathematical, aviation, radio engineering, economic, medical, 

soil science, recording and statistics, agricultural, beekeeping, birds 

nomenclature, automatized control systems, metallurgical, physics, 

radio-electronics, biology, justice, hydraulic engineering, geographical, 

forestry, chemistry, organization and planning of industrial enterprise, 

military, communications, maritime, geophysical, water resources, oil 

and gas, printing and publishing, motor transport, State governing and 

many others (more than 100 dictionaries altogether); most of those 

dictionaries are bilingual (Russian-Georgian, Georgian-Russian; only 

some of them are in three languages: English-Russian-Georgian). 

The modern terminology is based on the terminological bank in 

many countries. In Georgia it became possible to digitalize and exploit 

the terminological dictionaries only when the Ministry of Defense of 

Georgia in 2016 joined and created the special program in cooperation 

with the Institute of Linguistics. In 2017 the national Library of Georgia 

joined this process. The special page was created in the digital library 

where the terminological dictionaries prepared and compiled in the 



   

Institute of Linguistics of Georgia in different periods of time will be 

placed; as for the Institute of Linguistic the working process of 

developing the electronic resources has already begun aiming to be 

placed in the Georgian Terminological Corpus. 

The electronic bases, first of all, enable to place the existing 

terminological dictionaries according their years of publishing. For the 

present time, we have technical terminologies in four different editions 

placed in the terminological bank: 

1. Russian-Georgian terminological dictionary, prepared by the 

terminological section of the Georgian technical society, in the Soviet 

times, 1920. This dictionary along with others, compiled by the same 

group of authors in 1921, was removed from usage 

2. Technical terminology, under the editorship of Vukol Beridze, 

1935 

3. Technical terminology under the editorship of Rogneda 

Ghambashidze and Raphiel Dvali 

4. So called Ghambashidze fund, under the editorship of R. 

Ghambashidze. Reduction was complete at the beginning of 1990’s. 

Unfortunately, it was not published then and just now the process of its 

renewing and editing is underway. The last unpublished materials of the 

dictionary are in three languages, there are also names of branches of 

sciences given, to which the terms belong. Thus we can group the terms 

according the branches. 

It is very important to tie the mentioned dictionaries with each 

other though this demands very hard work. The synonyms should be 

revealed within one or several dictionaries. The most important is to 

collect all the terms denoting one and the same notion. The material 

which has already been developed looks like this: 

1. აბერაცია (aberration): in 1920 this term equaled Georgian 

word სხივთაბნევა, but beginning from 1935 instead of Georgian word 

the foreign word აბერაცია (aberatsia) is used. 

2. აბსორბცია (absorption): in 1920 it was translated in Georgian 

as შთანთქმა, from 1935 both termreign and Georgian - აბსორბცია and 

შთანთქმა - were used but in 1977 we have only foreign word - აბსორ- 

ბცია (absorbtsia) in the dictionary, though in the Ghambashidze fund 

(1993) we again see these two terms side by side; this fact makes us 

suppose that it was implied to restore the Georgian term შთანთქმა. 

3. აბსორბერი (absorber): 1920 – შთანთქმი (shtantqmi); 1935 – 

შთანთქმელი (shtantqmeli), 1977 –აბსორბერი (absorberi) 

4. გონიომეტრი (goniometer): 1920 – კუთხზომი (kutkhzomi); 

1935 – კუთხმზომი (kutkhmzomi); 1977 – გონიომეტრი (goniometri) 



   

5. ავიატორი (aviator): 1920 – ფრენოსანი (phrenosani). Since 

1935 this term used as ავიატორი (aviatori) 

6. ბუქსირი (bugsere–tow): 1920 – მათრევი (matrevi), after 1920 

– ბუქსირი (buqsiri) 

7. ვენტილატორი (ventilator): 1920 – სანიავო (saniavo); ვენტი- 

ლაცია (ventilation): 1920 - ნიავება (niaveba), 1977 - ვენტილატორი 

(venrilatori) 

8. ვენტილი (ventil): 1920 – ხრახნსაცობი (khrakhnsatsobi) ; 

1935 – ხრახნსაცობი (krakhnsatsobi), ვენტილი (ventili); 1977 – ვენ- 

ტილი (ventili) 

9. ანემომეტრი (anemometer): 1920 – ქარზომი (qarzomi). 1935 

– ქარმზომი. Now – ანემომეტრი (anemometri) and ქარსაზომი 

(qarsazomi). 

From this example it is clear that in the dictionaries edited before 

the Soviet times the Georgian terms were used and later they were 

replaced by foreign ones. 

Which of the terms will be placed in the modern normative 

dictionary, this will be decided resulting from the thorough discussion 

among the specialists and the competent commission. Surely, using the 

above mentioned terminological bases and the designed program scien- 

tifically based proper normative terminology will be fixed for every 

branch of science. It is clear that the editorial group will have at hand 

the ready editorial material based on which they will fix the normative 

form, for example, among the following terms: ქარზომი, ქარმზომი, 

ქარსაზომი or neither of them but ანემომეტრი. The Georgian 

terminological bank enables not only to fix a term but to show its 

history. 

Synonymy is one of the problems when conducting the editorial 

work on the technical terminology. This synonymy, as we have mentio- 

ned earlier, was the product of the Soviet era language policy. This era 

left the heritage where all terms are represented in two variants 

denoting one notion: one Georgian term and the other- foreign. But 

today, through studying and considering the history of terminology, we 

should make decision which one to choose. Synonymy should be over- 

come but how to do it? Which term should be maintained – Georgian or 

foreign? Deviation – დევიაცია or გადახრა? Dehidratation - დეჰიტრა- 

დაცია or გაუწყლოება? Dinamometer - დინამომეტრი or ძალსაზო- 

მი? As for the term gas, it seems that both terms now existing in 

Georgian: გაზი – აირი are equally settled and used in the language. 

May be the new editorial group can represent new idea about it. We 

suppose that the different terms can make great difficulties for the group 



   

of scientists working on the Georgian explanatory dictionary. 

We have taken into consideration the explanations of the terms as 

well. We know that proper interpreting of the notion is highly 

important. Working on the explanatory dictionary of the technical 

terms is very hard work. It turned out that one and the same term has 

different definitions in different manuals or scientific papers. We 

suppose that it will produce difficulties for the group of scientists who 

work on the terminological dictionaries as they mainly follow the 

explanations of the terms given in the scientific literature. Defining the 

terminology is based just on the precise definition. To determine the 

terminology corresponding to the European standards it is necessary to 

have the precise definitions of the notions. Correspondingly, the 

normative terminology based on the data of dictionaries and scientific 

literature, with the proper definitions, should be reflected in our 

terminological bases. 

One of the most important moments is also selecting the proper 

derivative tools when analyzing all the forms of the terms and in order 

to pass to the next stage (the next stage implies delivering the gathered 

data to the specialists for redaction work and then discussing the 

redaction results with them). So we decided that it would be necessary 

to create the base for each terminological dictionary. As we have already 

mentioned, while working on any problem, we discuss the examples of 

every existing terminological dictionary in Georgian; for example, it was 

not long ago that the following issue became the question of dispute: 

which term to choose when dealing with terms derived by endings - 

metri /sazomi/mzomi (meter). E.g.: 
 

 
1920 1935 1977 

-ზომი 
(-zomi ) 

 

ქარ-ზომი 

(qar-zomi) 

 

ამპერ-ზომი 

(amper-zomi) 

მ-ზომი 
(m-zomi) 

 

ქარ-მ-ზომი 

(qar-m-zomi) 

 

ამპერ-მ-ზომი 

(amper-m-zomi) 

სა-ზომი 
(sa-zomi) 

 

ქარ-სა-ზომი 

(qar-sa-zomi) 

 

ამპერ-სა-ზომი 

(amper-sa-zomi) 
 

There always were different approaches to terms derivation in the 

different periods of the Georgian terminology creating work. The 

preface to the Technical Terminology (1920) tells:”All the prefixes were 

abbreviated or eliminated, thus in many cases we had only a stem of the 



   

word; for example: we used მწე instead of შემწე. As for current instead 

of ჩქერი, ნაკადი (flow) we choose დენი. Thus, from სითბო (warmth) 
they got only თბო; the word meter was replaced by ზომი (not მ-ზო- 

მი) and so on. Beginning from the edition of 1935, the prefix მ - was 

restored and beginning from 1977 the prefix სა - was preferred. 

Processing the material enables us to sort out all the derivative 

tools and study a certain branch of terms from this viewpoint; for 

example, we study the derivation tools used in economic, medical or 

general technical terminology: 

The terms derived by means of: 

suffix -ობა: დაბრეცილ-ობა, გამავლ-ობა 

suffix -ად: კლებ-ად-ი, ანთებ-ად-ი, მილევ-ად-ი 

suffix – ედ: გან-ედ-ი, ფართ-ედ-ი, ჯვარ-ედ-ი 

suffix - აკ: ღილ-აკ-ი, ნაწილ-აკ-ი 

suffix –იანა or -ოსანა: ფრთ-იანა, პეწ-იანა, ფარ-ოსანა 

prefix-suffix სი-ე: სი-მძიმ-ე, სი-ვრც-ე, სი-ბრტყ-ე 

 

There are some cases where not only prefixes and suffixes but 

derivation tools which resemble them, so called prefixoids and 

suffixoids. 

The words can be also distinguished by their composition; for 

example we can find simple or complex terms in the data, in Georgian or 

in English. 

For example, the following foreign terms have complex structure: 

aluminotherapy, aluminum carbide; benzoic chloride. 

The Georgian complex terms are: აგურფხვნილი (brick dust); 
არხსავსები (channel filler); ძაფსახვევი (thread spinner). 

Mixed complex terms (composites derived from Georgian and 

foreign words): ავიასაბურავი (aircraft tire); ალფანაწილაკები (alpha- 

particles). 

The history of some terms is worth of special attention too. The 

histories of some words already have emerged in the Georgian terms 



   

bank, e. g. mathematical term განტოლება (gantoleba) – this term was 

introduced by Niko Muskhelishvili. First he choose the word გატოლე- 

ბა (gatoleba) but later, following the advice of Giorgi Akhvlediani, he 

restored the Old Georgian preverb გა-გან (ga-gan) (Ghambashidze 

1985:129) – so, we can see that the history of a word can be denoted in 

its source and we can find it in the bibliography. The term ასანთი 

(matches) created by Alexandre Janelidze ( Ghambashidze 1985:139); 

ქურო (furnace) created by R. Eristavi (Iordanishvili 2013:151). 

From the viewpoint of history, it is very important to show the 

data of the old researches, the records of conferences or disputes, 

memoirs, any papers reflecting the discussions on the concrete terms, 

e.g. the Georgian term მეკდეური (rock climber) according the records, 

was first suggested by Niko Ketskhoveli. The records show that there 

were several variations of this term suggested by the other specialists: 

კლდემლახველი (a person who overcomes rocks), კლდემოლაშქრე, 

კლდეთამძლე – all of them denoting a person who can climb rocks. 

Niko Ketskhoveli suggests: “In the recently published “Tushetian 

Dialect” by prof. P. Khubutia, we meet the local dialect word მეკდეუ- 

რადი which denotes cattle, animal stock accustomed to walk easily 

along the high rocks. So, it came to my mind that we can use this word 

as a term denoting an alpinist who climbs the rocks and I suggest მე- 

კდეურადი instead of კლდეზე მცოცავი (with the same meaning of a 

man who can climb high rock mountains). We should not be confused 

by the fact that in the local dialect this term relates to the cattle. I have 

been four times to this mountainous region, in scientific expeditions and 

local people often called us as მებალახენი (the people who gather 

samples of mountain grass) or მეკლდეურები – those who climb.” 

The unique records of scientific discussions are kept in the 

Institute of Linguistics. They kept the history of the significant period of 

the history of terminology in Georgia1. 
 

 

1 One of our projects “The history of the Georgian Terminology” which was 

denied for the financial grant, implied studying and digitalizing the important 

terminological data kept in the archives of the Institute of Manuscripts. Now a young 

scientific worker Ana Khurtsilava is working on this. 



   

It is possible to search for the different data by request in the 

records and unpublished funds. Some records still need to process and 

study, for example, the records of the sessions attended by Arnold 

Chikobava or Ketevan Lomtatidze. 

When working on the redaction of the technical terminology, 

besides collecting all types of the existing data, it is very important to 

consider all the notes made by several linguists, e.g. the published 

terminology under the redaction of R. Ghambashidze is kept in the 

terminological department. This exemplar keeps her notes and 

suggestions ბუნიკი instead of ქუსლი, ელექტროძალოვანი ბლოკი 

instead of ელექტრობლოკი and others. 

The Doctor of technical sciences Lia Sutidze suggests to use the 

term ბაგირების გადახვევა (coiling of cables) instead of ბაგირების 

დამაგრება (fixing the cables); also საწევარი – ამწევი (lifting device) 
instead of დომკრატი (adjustable jack). All suggestions even expressed 

in private talks are fixed as they are of great importance when working 

on redaction of the terms, consequently, all the changes will be reflected 

in the terminological bank (Georgian Term Bank 2018). 

It is also especially important to fix and reflect the full 

bibliography that is closely connected to terminology in order to keep 

every work, every edition, everything that is as we know, the most 

significant for establishing up the terminological bases. Large part of the 

terminological bibliography is redacted already but the work is going on. 

First of all we base on the existing literature and in parallel the biblio- 

graphy is being replenished. The searching process can be conducted 

according the name of the author, the word itself, years, or branches of 

science. 

It should be noted that non-literary language data also will be 

reflected in the Georgian terminology bank. Rogneda Ghambashidze 

wrote about the dialectological data that this material contained; it was 

so rich that could be favorable for terminology creating: a) there are a 

great number of the dialectological and scientific or technical separate 

branches dictionaries compiled by the Georgian scientists in different 

times and on the data from the different regions of Georgia; b) Material 

connected with the home craft that was gathered in all the regions of 



   

Georgia under the guidance of Ivane Javakhishvili; c) Botanical 

Dictionary by Al. Makashvili; d) Ethnographic material. 

Usage of the dialectological material will become more active 

provided that the bases will be once compiled thanks to which the 

terminological material will not need to be gathered and studied from 

the beginning again. It is very important for the future of Georgian 

terminology that those data could be gathered, registered, digitalized 

and kept forever. 

What can we benefit from fixing all correspondences to the 

literary language official terms in the rich dialectological material? First, 

this is our history which we should care of; we should also fulfill the 

wishes of many Georgian scholars and linguists – once and forever to 

know and remember the resources of the Georgian language. Ivane 

Javakhishvil started this work absolutely alone. He wrote down plenty 

of materials according their belonging to the different branches of life, 

of science. Second, and the most important is the reason that rested on 

this gathered and investigated material it will be possible to conduct the 

continuous terminological work in Georgia (Georgian Term Bank 2018). 

 

 

 


